EMOTION REGULATION STRATEGIES

Construct Progression

**DOMAIN:** SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

**CLAIM:** Students communicate about and use strategies to regulate responses to their own emotions.
Domain: Social-Emotional Development
Construct: Emotion Regulation Strategies

**Background Information**

Children express and manage a range of emotions in their daily lives. For the purpose of the progression, there is no right or wrong emotion that children can express. When we refer to *emotions*, we are referencing an internal experience—not necessarily an observable phenomenon. It is the *expression* of an emotion through words, gestures, and/or behaviors that helps an observer understand the emotion or emotions that a child may be experiencing. Thus, when “behavior” is mentioned, it is inferred that emotion is the underpinning of the behavior.

Children learn about emotions and related social skills through a variety of mechanisms. In some schools and/or classes, instruction in emotion is intentional and explicit, either through a specific program or an approach that has prescribed teaching practices and strategies (e.g., morning meetings, positive language, classroom organization); in others, emotion learning happens more implicitly as part of children’s growing internalization of school and classroom norms and management. The terminology used to reference emotion education will differ depending on the approach, but common terms include *social-emotional learning* and *character education*. Promotion of social-emotional development does not necessarily need to occur within a given framework, and it is often embedded in other instructional activities. For example, children learn about emotions through adult and peer modeling of appropriate behavior, through dialogue about emotions and how to solve social-emotional problems, by encouraging and guiding through perspective-taking, and by offering alternative ways in which a child can think or act in a situation. There are many more ways in which teachers can teach and children can learn about emotions.

**Rationale**

Emotion regulation, or being able to control one’s emotions, involves children initiating, inhibiting, or modulating their feelings. It plays a fundamental role in thought and behavior in the school context and underlies a range of critical school related skills. Emotion regulation is what allows young children to stay focused and engaged throughout their school day, where they are likely to encounter a number of challenges that activate emotional arousal (Blair & Diamond, 2008). For example, children often have to negotiate taking turns while using classroom materials or participate in activities in which not every child wins or scores the highest. In addition, emotional arousal is critical to children’s engagement in learning—children must be emotionally aroused in order to be engaged in an activity; however, the right amount is critical. Too much can distract and interfere with learning, whereas too little can lead to disengagement (Blair & Raver, 2012). Thus, regulating emotions during school activities becomes critical for all children’s learning. And there is, in fact, research that finds children who successfully manage emotions are more likely to be successful in school, as it can impact focus and attention, planning and finishing tasks, and having positive relationships with peers (Blair, 2002; Denham, 2006; Howse, Calkins, Anastopoulos, Keane, & Shelton, 2003; Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg, & Walberg, 2007). Thus, when children regulate their emotions, they are able to work in collaborative groups and engage in learning behaviors such as asking questions and offering ideas to a group.

We also know that children with greater self-regulation in kindergarten are more skilled in reading and math in later grades (McClelland, Acock, & Morrison, 2006). Being able to regulate emotions, however, is not necessarily a self-taught skill; some children have a relatively easy time managing their emotional arousal, whereas others find it very challenging to modulate emotions. Teachers can play an important role in developing children’s emotion regulation skills by teaching them strategies for managing their arousal. Teaching emotion regulation strategies may occur through modeling, using cues, such as directions or gestures to help children attend to their emotions and related behavior, and by scaffolding support for regulation by gradually withdrawing support (Florez, 2011). Many children need support when learning to regulate emotions and are able to employ suggested strategies over time, moving from reactionary behaviors to more reflective ones. This construct progression addresses the ways in which children use strategies to regulate their emotions with support from others.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Performance Descriptors</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children understand that verbal and nonverbal strategies including external support by a teacher, parent, or peer can be used to help regulate the experience of emotions (e.g., reminder to take a deep breath and count to 5 when frustrated) and the expression of emotions (e.g., reminder to use an inside voice).</td>
<td>A. When offered strategies for regulating the expression of emotions, begins to use the strategies offered <strong>with continual support.</strong></td>
<td>Students who begin to use strategies for regulating the expression of emotions when offered typically either do not use the strategies or require additional support from the teacher or support staff.</td>
<td>Ms. Walker has set up a reward system chart on the wall to help students in the classroom adhere to the classroom expectations (e.g., listening and being respectful while others are talking). During a lesson, Damian becomes excited and interrupts Ms. Walker. She points to the wall several times to remind him of the reward system chart, and he makes an effort to contain his excitement, but needs multiple reminders to do so. For several days during book-share time, Ellen has been shouting comments rather than waiting to be called on. The teacher offers her a strategy (sit on hand) to moderate her impulsive shout-outs, but Ellen has not been successful in implementing. The teacher determines that Ellen may need more concrete support, so decides to role play the situation with Ellen. The teacher recreates the book-share scenario and takes the role of a student who calls out (Sally Shout-out). Ellen’s role is to redirect Sally to use the suggested strategy (sit on hand), resulting in the teacher’s successful use of that strategy as a model for Ellen. The teacher may follow up by asking Ellen what she observed (strategy use). For subsequent instances, Ellen needs a specific reminder (remember Sally Shout-out) of role play to continue to demonstrate the desired behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. When offered strategies for regulating the expression of emotions, consistently uses the strategies offered <strong>with minimal support.</strong></td>
<td>Students who use strategies for regulating the expression of emotions when offered typically respond immediately to the support and adjust their behavior accordingly.</td>
<td>Mrs. B understands that as her students engage in less structured classroom activities they may need some guidelines for acceptable behaviors. During circle group, she and her students develop a list of pro-social behaviors to be displayed. When it’s Andy’s turn to work at the computer station, he expresses his joy by jumping up and down and yelling “Yaaa”. Mrs. B points to the chart while reminding Andy of the agreement to “use inside voices” during instructional times. Andy immediately checks his behavior and moves quietly to the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Emotion Regulation Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Performance Descriptors</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Sometimes uses learned strategies independently to regulate the expression of emotions during routine activities.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>A student who is remembering: 1) Sometimes uses learned strategies independently to regulate the expression of emotions during routine activities may need occasional reminders depending on the circumstance, OR 2) Has been observed to use only one emotion regulation strategy, OR 3) Can only use emotion regulation strategies in one setting.</td>
<td>When about to yell out the answer to a question that Ms. Knight poses during a whole class lesson, Jorge checks himself and quietly says to himself, &quot;Stop, think, and then raise your hand,&quot; before raising his hand to answer the question instead of yelling out his answer. While Mrs. Yen is working with a small group for reading, Amy has a question about the task she needs to complete during her center work. Amy starts toward Mrs. Yen’s reading group, but this time remembers the strategy Mrs. Yen taught the class: “Ask 3, then ask me”. Amy decides to ask her teammate at the center rather than interrupt Mrs. Yen’s instruction. She gets the information she needs to continue her work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Consistently uses learned strategies independently to regulate the expression of emotions during routine activities.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>A student who: (1) Consistently uses learned strategies independently to regulate the expression of emotions during routine activities demonstrates the strategies in multiple settings throughout the day, OR (2) Seems to be effectively managing the expression of his/her emotions without demonstrating obvious, visible</td>
<td>Reese worked with her teacher on a strategy to check in with her emotional state (e.g., comparing how she’s feeling to a car engine revving softly versus revving loudly) and when to respond to that emotional state with the related strategy (e.g., going to sit in the reading area when the &quot;engine is revving loudly&quot;). The teacher observes Reese going to the reading area after recess; when asked, she responds that she went to the reading area to &quot;calm my engine&quot;. Slater has been practicing a strategy during science inquiry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Performance Descriptors</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|               |        | group activities to capture his thoughts by doodling instead of blurting out while someone else is talking or taking a turn. The teacher observes Slater using a journal to draw pictures and jot down “notes” while his group members are taking their turns doing the experiment. Slater is now able to regularly use this strategy during group activities to help him wait patiently and communicate positively with his group members.  
Mr. Peters observes Khalid for a third time, this time during Field Day. Khalid is the first runner during the baton race and creates a big lead ahead of the other teams. His teammates are slower, however, and they end up coming in third. Khalid tells the other children that they tried really hard and moves on to his next event. Mr. Peters concludes, after this third time of observing Khalid deal with potential disappointment without any issues, that he must be using strategies to regulate his emotions.  
E. **Independently** uses learned strategies for regulating emotions during complex contextual transitions (e.g., exposed to multiple stimuli simultaneously), to accomplish a different or new type of task, because of interruptions, or because of changes in the daily routines typically demonstrates the strategies regardless of the context, OR  
(2) Appears to be managing the potential for emotional arousal typically elicited by such situations without demonstrating obvious, visible strategies. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Performance Descriptors</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He says, “I need to cooperate,” as he turns around towards the door and joins his classmates in line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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